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l. Name the Major key for each of the following key signatures. (6 points)

Major _ Major Major Major Major _ Major

2. Write the key signature for each of the following minor keys. (6 points)

f minor cfi minor e mmor bb minor c mrnor b minor

3. Write the following scales, one octave, ascending. Do not use key signatures. Put accidentals before the
notes. (3 points)

BbMajor

g minor, harmonic form

fil minor, natural form

- fo

4. Add accidentals to complete each of the following scales. (3 points)

Chromatic

d minor, melodic form

Whole Tone

-r.
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5. Complete the circle of fifths by adding the missing keys. (3 points)

C Major

_ Major G Major
BbMajor D Major

_ Major
Al Major

_ Major
E Major

CtlDb Major B/Cb Major
Fil/GbMajor

6. Write a note above each given note to complete the following intervals. (6 points)

P4 m2 d7 A6 M3d8

tl at
II

7. Name each of the following triads with its root and quality (for example, C Major). (6 points)

8. Circle the correct figured bass (inve;sion) for each of the following triads. (6 points)

566566566566
334334334334

9. Add accidentals to complete each of the following seventh chords. (5 points)

566
334

566
334

B Dom. 7
4

cfi dim. 3
6

E Dom. 5
4

Ab Dom. 2
6

f dim.5

10. Name the Major key to which each of these Dominant Tths belongs. (5 points)

Key of: _ Major _ Major _ Major _ Major _ Major

11. Label each of these chords with its scale degree name. Use the Maior kev for each example. The first one
is given. (5 points)

I

Tonic
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I

a) ae- I I I

a-

b.

12. Name each of the following cadences. Give the name, not the Roman numerals. Use the Maior key for
each example. (4 points) -

13. Transpose the following example to the key of G Major. (1 point)

14. Check the correct name for each of the following modes. (2 points)

Dorian
Aeolian
Mixolydian

Aeolian
Dorian
Ionian

15. Check the answer for each of the following questions. (4 points)

a. Which historical period is earliest? Contemporary
Baroque
Classical
Romantic

Classical
Romantic
Baroque
Contemporary

Clementi and Haydn
Bartok and Shostakovich
Scarlatti and Telemann
Schubert and Grieg

Romantic
Classical
Contemporary
Baroque

b. Kuhlau is from which historical period?

c. Which composers represent the Baroque period?

d. Prokofiev is from which historical period?
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16. write the enharmonic equivalent for each of the following notes. (2 points)

17. Write counts under the notes for each measure of the following example. (2 points)

b.a.

3t2J ) m) l,r.-E],l)J )-

(8 points)18. Check the correct term for each of the following definitions or musical examples.

a exact imitation of an entire theme sequence
canon

b. less

gtocoso
sempre

piu
MOSSO

meno
grazioso

ritenuto
ritardando
rallentando
allargando

Sonata form
canon
Alberti bass
lento

meno
MOSSO

con
piu

sempre
senza
allargando
con

ritenuto
giocoso
allargando
pesante

lento
pesante
allargando
giocoso

c. immediately slower

e. more

f. without

d. Exposition, Development,
Recapitulation

g. gradually slower

h. heavily
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Answer questions t9-28 about the music above. (14 points)

19. What is the key?

20. Irmeasures l-2,what compositional technique is used
(under the brackets)?

Name the ckcled chord with its root and quality.

In measure 3, what two accidentals are used? (2 points)

Circle the correct way to perform the ornament in measure 1.

24. What is the name of the the omament in measure 4,beat I?

J.S. Bach: Invention No. 5

and

21.

22.

23.
Ar

F$-r-r-.rr ffi
:

26.

21.

28.

2-{.Circ1ethecorrectrvavtoperformtheornamentin@@
measure 4,beat2. a-

What is the English meaning for the symbol A ?

Which historical period does J.S. Bach represent?

Name each boxed interval with its quality and number. a.

b.

c.

d.
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Andante

Answer questions 29-33 about the music above. (14 points)

Funeral March

29.

30.

3r.

What is the minor key?

What is the English meaning of the tempo mark?

Name each circled chord with its Roman numeral and f,rgured bass.

Give the English meaning for each of these symbols used in
the example.

mlnor

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

32.

b.

u. mf

c. sfz

d.p

e. dim.

Mendelssohn is from the same historic period as Chopin.
is the name of the period?

JJ.
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EAR TRAINING EVALUATION

This is your [rve[ 7 ear rraining waluation. Listen to each question and its musical example.

Mark your answer. Each example will be played two times. (13 points)

1. Recognition of Major or minor in a four-measure phrase.

Maior minor

2. Recognition ofAlberti bass.

Yes No

3. Recognition of Major, minof, diminished, or Augmented uiads.

Ex. 1 Major- minor- diminished- Augmented

E;l.,z Major 

- 

minor 

- 

diminished 

- 

Augmented

4. R.cog.,ition of intervals.

Ex. 1 minor 6th 

-

minor 7th

Augmented 5th 

-
5. Recognition of natural minor, harmonic minot, or melodic minor scales.

Ex. 1 natural minor harmonic minor melodic minor

8x..2 natural minor 

- 

harmonic minor melodic minor

Ex.3 natural minor 

- 

harmonic minor melodic minor

6. Recognition of a chord progression.

A. I W iiVT I B. I IV I V7 I

7. Recognition of meter in a four-measure phrase.

?ti-"- {ri*.

8. Recognition of tempo.

Giocoso Doloroso

9. Recognition of a cadence.

Plasal Deceptive

E;y..z minor 3rd
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